
Introduction

Youth determination methods

The study of youth features in cool dwarfs is important for:

Youth assessment in near infrared spectra of brown dwarfs 
and very low mass stars: a case study in NGC2244
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Spectral indices
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Popula�ons of Star Forming Regions (SFRs) and Nearby Young Moving Groups (NYMGs)

Applica�on to planetary mass objects youth determina�on, including exoplanets

Future facili�es: hundreds of spectra at the same �me, need for efficient analysis

Data

Homogeniza�on
Re-deriva�on of Spectral Type (SpT) in [M0‐L3] and ex�nc�on from comparison 

with templates and spectral indices (including two newly defined ones) (Fig. 1)

Use same wavelength grid: JHK bands, wavelength step: 0.043 microns

Normalize spectra to an integrated flux of one

Spectral library with all available NIR spectra of cool dwarfs (spectral type in M0‐L5).

Age classes: Young (SFRs, <15 Myr), mid-gravity (NYMGs, >15 Myr and VL‐G or INT‐G 

from Allers & Liu 2013) and field (765, 261 and 577 spectra respec�vely)

Fig. 1: Deriva�on of dataset's SpT using comparison with templates (le�) and spectral indices (right)

Two age classes (young and field): The three models have similar performance. 

PCA+SVM and RF give similar results using only HK bands and have the advantage of 

not relying on the spectral type 

Fig. 4: Confusion matrix for two age classes predicton for SVM, PCA+SVM and RF methods

Three age classes (young, mid-age and field): The TLI‐g index cannot effec�vely 

disentangle all three classes, but the methods using the en�re spectra (PCA+SVM, RF) 

show a be�er performance.

 

Fig. 5: Confusion matrix for three age classes predic�on for SVM, PCA+SVM and RF methods

We applied these method to 140 KMOS/VLT HK bands spectra (Fig. 6) of NGC2244 low‐

mass candidates from Muzic et al. (2019):

NGC2244

Open ques�ons
Can we use PCA+SVM or RF for a complete (ex�nc�on, Teff, SpT) analysis of cool dwarfs?

Can we use machine learning models to perform regression and obtain ages?

Does the sequence extend to >L3 objects? The trend seems to maintain towards later 

spectral types, but there are very few young planetary‐mass objects to do this analysis

TLI-g: Defini�on of a new gravity-sensi�ve spectral index based on the H‐band water 

absorp�on band: be�er age classes separa�on than any other index defined (Fig. 2)

Our goal is to perform the best age/gravity classifica�on from low resolu�on spectra

Using the TLI‐g index and the SpT alone, the young and field classes are almost 

completely separable in the whole SpT range (M0‐L3)

We confirm the first bone-fide brown dwarfs iden�fied beyond 1 kpc

We confirm at least 22 new low‐mass members of NGC2244 (SpT in M2-L0)

Obtain a low‐mass IMF slope similar to the purely photometric (Muzic et al. 2019), 

steep but s�ll universal

Fig. 6: Comparison of a young M6 

spectrum (top) and a field contaminant 

(bo�om; iden�fied through the shape 

of the H‐band), both from the 

NGC2244 spectroscopic sample.

Fig 3: The gravity‐sensi�ve TLI‐g 

index. The objects are color‐coded 

by their age, with the black circles 

showing the objects classified as 

INT‐G by Allers & Liu 2013. 

Validation of machine learning models

We apply three different machine learning models:

Machine learning

1. SVM: Non‐linear classifier (Support Vector 

Machine) with rbf kernel applied to TLI-g+SpT

2. PCA+SVM: Extract most important features of the 

en�re spectrum with Principal Component Analysis 

(PCA), then feed the output to the SVM

3. RF: Apply Random Forests (RF) to the whole 

spectrum (Fig.3)

Models valida�on process:

Op�miza�on of hyper‐

parameters

Run models with 80/20 training 

test division un�l convergence 

of the evalua�on metrics 

Evaluate performance with the 

mean confusion matrix, 

precision and recall

Fig 3: Feature importance map from RF, the highest peaks are well‐known gravity‐sensi�ve features


